ABSTRACT. The zeros of the complex polynomial P(z) = z" + Xu¡z are studied under the assumption that some |afc| is large in comparison with the other la-1. It is shown under certain conditions that P(z) has n -k zeros in |z| < m_ ilk and k zeros in \z\ > m^., where m_ < m^. < \ak\ ' ; and under suitably strengthened conditions, one of the k zeros of larger modulus is shown to lie in each of the k disks \z -(-or^)1'*! < R, where m_ + R < \<*k\X'k.
Notation and basic estimate. If the complex polynomial P(z)=zn + axzn~x + ••• + an_xz + an
has a dominant coefficient, in the sense that some \ak | is large in comparison with the other \a¡|, then P(z) has n-k zeros near 0 and one zero near each of the k values of (-ak)x'k. We shall establish some conditions under which precise estimates can be given. The first type (Estimate A in §2 below), which goes back in principle to a theorem of Pellet [3, p. 393] , [1, p. 10] , asserts the existence of a zero-free annulus m_ < |z| < m+. The second type (Estimate B in §3) further asserts, under stronger conditions, the existence of k disks |z -(-ak)x'k\ <R, each one of which isolates a single zero of P(z).
These results rest on the following simple observation. Let k denote an integer in the range 1 < k < n, chosen now and fixed in the sequel. With P(z) as above, suppose that P(z) = 0 and z ¥= 0. Transposing all terms other than z" + akzn~k, dividing by zn~k, and applying the triangle inequality, we obtain \zk +ak\ < £ |o,| \z\k-'. where it is understood that ô = 0 incase fc=l,and c = 0 incase k = n. Then as an immediate consequence of the above inequality, we obtain our basic estimate: Lemma 1. If P(z) = 0 and |z| > 0, then 0) \zk + ak\ <g(\z\).
In what follows, the quantities P(z), k, a, b, c, and g(r) will continue to have the meanings given above.
2. Annuli which contain no zero. The conclusions established in this section all have the same form, which we state in advance for ease of reference.
Estimate A. P(z) has n-k zeros in the disk |z| < m_ and k zeros in the region |z| >m+, where m_ < m+ <ax'k.
Here of course zeros are being counted with their multiplicities. Theorems asserting the validity of Estimate A are deduced below from the following consequence of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. Estimate A holds if r = m_ and r -m+ are two solutions of a relation of the form (2) a = «(r), where h(r) >rk + g(r).
Proof. If P(z) = 0 and r = \z\ > 0, then by applying (1) to the inequality |afc| < |-zk\ + \zk + ak\ we see that a < rk + g(r). By the convexity of rk + g(r), the last inequality fails to hold for r in any interval of the form m_ < r < m+ with w+ solutions of relation (2) . Thus if such m± exist, the zeros of P(z) are confined to the union of the two separate domains |z|<m_ and |z| > m+, which we may label I and E respectively. If Pt(z) is the polynomial obtained by multiplying each coefficient a¡ of P(z) other than ak by a parameter t, 0 < t < 1, then the corresponding gt(r) is dominated by g(r) for every r > 0. Hence the zeros z¡(f) of Pt(z) also belong to I U E. But the z¡(t) are continuous in t, and since precisely n-k of them are in the connected component I when t = 0, the same must be true when t = 1. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2 is essentially the above-mentioned result of Pellet, adapted to the present context. Our first application of it gives conditions for the existence of m± to the right of r = 1. Over the interval 1 <r <ax'k, the convex curve (5) lies on or below the chord C joining the points (1, 1) and (ax^k,a). Substitution of the equation of C into (4) leads to a quadratic in r, whose solutions are the m± of (3). It is clear from (3) that m_ < m+ < axlk, and one finds that m_ > 1 is equivalent to
a -1 which holds under the present assumptions. Thus m± belong to the interval 1 < r < ax'k where the chord C lies on or above (5), so that the quadratic which they satisfy is an equation of the type (2) , and Lemma 2 applies. Q.E.D.
Next we deal with a case in which m_ and m+ he on opposite sides of r=\.
Theorem 2.2. Assume 1 + b + c < a. Then Estimate A holds with
and also with m_ given by (6) and m+ by (3).
Proof. The function rk +g(r) is everywhere dominated by Í1 + ô + a*-" (r < 1),
(1 + ô)r* + c (r> 1).
Thus the equation a = h(r), which has solutions m± as in (6) and (7) under the present assumptions, is of the form (2), and Lemma 2 applies.
Over the interval 1 < r <*ax'k, we can also dominate s = rk by the chord used in the previous proof, and so the present theorem remains true with m+ given by (3) instead of (7). Q.E.D. Proof. Let r* be the solution of crk~" = a, or r* = 0 in case c = 0, and consider the interval (9) r*<r<min{l,a1/'t}.
In this interval we have br < ô, and crk~n < cft-_fc by the definition of d in the statement of the theorem. Hence ô + dr~k >g(r) over the interval (9), and the equation
is of the type (2) there. The solutions of (10) are just the m± of (8), and it is clear from this formula that mk < mk+ < a. The condition mk+ < 1 is readily seen to be equivalent to a < 1 + ô + d, which obviously holds if a < 1 and follows from a < 1 + ô + c, c < cf, in case a > 1. On the other hand, m± as solutions of (10) must exceed the solution r of a = dr~k, which in turn is at least r* by the definition of d. Thus m± belong to the interval (9), where their equation (10) is of the form (2), and so Lemma 2 applies. Q.E.D.
3. Disks which contain a single zero. The conclusions established in this section are all of the following form:
Estimate B. P(z) has n-k zeros in the disk |z|</n_ and one zero in each of the k disjoint disks \z -(-ak)x'k\ <R, where m_ + R <ax'k ia = \ak\).
Again we begin by establishing a preliminary consequence of Lemma 1.
Lemma 3. Suppose that Estimate A holds with m± given as in Lemma 2. Suppose that, for some upper bound M on the moduli of the zeros of P{z), (11) g(M)<a-mk+.
Then Estimate B holds with the given m_ and with
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provided also that, in case k>3,
R<ax/ksin(n/k).
Proof.
Under the present conditions, the k zeros of P(z) of largest modulus satisfy m+ < |z| <Af, and so by inequality (1) of Lemma 1 they must lie in the region \zk + ak\ < maxfe(r): m+ <r<M}.
Since g is a convex function, this maximum is in fact max{g(m+),g(M)}. But the definition of m+ by means of inequality (2) implies that g(m+) < a -m\, and g(M) admits the same bound by assumption (11). Hence the k zeros of P(z) of largest modulus he in \zk + ak | < S = a -mk+.
We claim that this region is covered by the union of k closed disks centered at the k values of (-afe)1//fc, with common radius R =ax^k -(a -S)x^k = ai/k _ m+^ ¡ e>) ^g ^ 0f /-J2) j0 see this, it is enough to consider the case ak = -1, for the general case follows from it by a dilation and a rotation. Any z satisfying \zk -11 < S can be written z = w(l + teiu)xlk (0<t<S,0<u<2ir), where wk = 1 and the kth root is taken with its principal value. Following a suggestion by D. Boyd, we expand with the binomial series, estimate by the triangle inequality, and observe that the binomial coefficients alternate in sign, to obtain \z -w\ < Z (-1) m>l = 1 -(1 -r)1/* < 1 -(l-S)1/*, and the claim is verified. The covering disks obviously do not meet if k = 2, while in case k > 3 their pairwise disjointness is ensured by assumption (13). Since m_ +R < m+ + R = ax'k, each of these disks is disjoint from |z| < m_; and a continuity argument similar to the one in the proof of Lemma 2 shows that each one of them contains precisely one zero of P(z). Q.E.D.
Our first result derived from this lemma applies, in case k > 2, only to lacunary polynomials P(z): With only a slight loss in precision for small values of k, the next result avoids the restriction to lacunary polynomials. Theorem 3.2. Assume I +2b < minia1/*, a +b -c}. Then Estimate B holds, with m.
-0=r0"~-«-**-(-?£■)*■ provided also that, in case k>3, R <ax'k sin(tr/k).
Proof. Since the assumption implies 1 + b + c < a, Theorem 2.2 establishes Estimate A with m_ given by (6) and m+ by (7), i.e. by (14) m% = (a-c)/(\ +b)=a-(ab+ c)/(\ 4-ô).
Thus the theorem will follow from Lemma 3 as soon as assumption (11) is verified.
To that end, we observe that if P(z) = 0 and r « |z| > 0, then (1) and the general inequality |zfe| < \-ak\ + \zk + ak\ together imply that rk <a + g(f). But the ratio of a + g(r) to r* is a combination of negative powers of r, and hence decreases steadily from + « to 0 as r increases from 0. Thus there is precisely one value r = r0 > 0 for which this ratio is unity, i.e. for which (15) rk=a+g(r), and according to the observation above, |z| < r0 if P(z) = 0. To summarize, we may say that M is an upper bound on the moduli of the zeros of P(z) if M exceeds the solution r0 of (15), and that this condition M>r0 is equivalent to
In the present situation, with a+ô+c>l,the solution r0 of (15) exceeds 1, and in this region (15) is equivalent to the pair of equations (17) (s-a)(r-b)=ab+c, Thus the theorem will follow from Lemma 3 as soon as assumption (11) (21), and inequality (11) can be verified just as in the proof above. Thus in the case k = n, a + ô > 1, we may replace the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 by 2ô < a < 1 and retain the conclusion with R=ax!n-(a-ab/(a-b))x/n.
